
Born in the UK, Dawn is best known for her pro-
found wisdom, truth slaying and high energy, not 
to mention a trademark giggle which is as infec-
tious as a flu epidemic.

As well as being an international bestselling author, 
author coach and strategist, and ghost writer, Dawn 
is an online entrepreneur, specialising in developing 
step change strategies and global visions, under-
pinned with powerful leadership and profound 
truths.

She writes for various magazines, and when not 
sailing around the world on yachts, she appears on 
various media channels highlighting and discussing 
important subjects in today’s society.

Dawn’s first trilogy ‘The Trilogy of Life Itself’ is pow-
erful. It brings together the multi-faceted aspects 
of the world we live in and takes you on a roller-
coaster ride that will leave you wanting more from 
life.   A body of work that captures life around the 
world from the last 30 years, it is a time capsule 
that inspires, motivates and empowers all who 
read it.

Dawn’s expertise lies in making you rethink your 
life, whilst harnessing the deepest freedom of all: 
your own truth. She’s an authority on leading 
others to create exceptional results by igniting the 
passions and fire deep within and shifting them 
from fear, feelings of imposter and self-doubt to 
living life where they are free to speak and live 
powerfully.

Dawn Bates: Author Coaching, Business Strategy and Leadership

www.dawnbates.com



Authoring Your Life:
- Why YOUR story Matters
- Writing a book in 7 days 
- Conscious Unconscious Creation
- Create Before You Consume
- 7 Weeks from Concept to Published
 

Female Leadership:
- Owning our Ovaries to Change the World
- Revolutionising Female Entrepreneurship
- Gifting Ourselves Permission to Lead
- Speaking our Truth to Unleash Leadership
- The Magnificent Matriarch
- Elemental Leadership Ocean Style
 

Female Empowerment:
- Igniting the Feminine Fire
- Passion & Purpose = Endless Possibilities
- Speaking Up to Stepping Up
- Breaking the Roles AND the Rules!
- Burn Your Bridget’s Ladies
 

Global Impact:
- Biographical Brand Expansion
- Location Free Leverage
- The Transparency & Truth Trajectory
- Smashing Social Stereotypes
- Racism, Religion and Revolution
- Activism and Revolution for Business 

Family First: 
- Levering Leadership within the Family
- Stepping Back to Leap Forward
- Mummy Martyrdom is Dead
- Heal yourself to Heal your Family
- Family versus the State
- Long Distance Parenting

Heart of the Matter:
- Diving Deep into your soul
- Giggle your way to Abundance
- Owning your Inner Geek
- Confidence is a Choice 
- Environment is Everything
- Your Truth is your Ultimate Freedom
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